FleetLink
Better knowledge for Smart fleet management

FleetLink is an intelligent telematics system for remote fleet monitoring. Atlas Copco experts developed both hard- and software to provide users with insights into the performance of their (Atlas Copco) compressors, generators, light towers, and/or pumps.

It’s in our DNA
First-class engineering and profound knowledge of our equipment are part of our Atlas Copco DNA. Add FleetLink, and you have an unmatched solution tailored to your machines and needs.

With FleetLink, you’ll have the latest information concerning your fleet’s performance at hand. Anytime, Anywhere.

Track and monitor fleet performance and utilization
With more accurate and adequate information at your fingertips, fleet strategy can be adjusted when beneficial.

Detect service needs
Thanks to an increased visibility on required maintenance. Plan maintenance more accurate, anticipate unforeseen interventions, and reduce maintenance costs. In short, save both time and money.

Monitor fuel consumption
Uncover potential for refueling optimization with instant information on fuel and AdBlue levels from your fleet.

Optimize fleet usage
Maximize the effectiveness and productivity of your fleet and uncover potential for optimization and savings.

Minimize downtime
Quicker response time to optimize maintenance planning.
Dashboard
While gathering data is one thing, turning them into ready-to-use analytics is another. The intuitive FleetLink dashboard brings all vital information together in one place. The comprehensive overview of, and insight into, your connected fleet is visualized graphically for better understanding. An API will integrate your data are integrated seamlessly into your own dashboard so that you can develop your own sense of the potential optimizations of your organization.

Subscriptions
The available data depends on your particular equipment, hardware and subscription you choose. When subscribing to FleetLink, the data is made accessible via our FleetLink Platform or via API – right into your own systems for seamless integration.

Getting connected is easy!
Contact your Atlas Copco Service Center today and ask for your options or request a demo.
Go mobile

Parts Online
User-friendly platform to find the spare parts and catalogues for power equipment.

Shop Online
Handle your orders 24 hours a day. Fast, easy and safe.

FleetLink
Smart fleet insights. Anytime, Anywhere.

Power Connect
It’s only one scan away! Find all your machine information at one place.